Deep Summer (Plantation Trilogy)

Bristow does a grand job of storytelling
(the New York Times) in this memorable
novel of the late eighteenth-century
pioneers who settled the Louisiana
wilderness, establishing a civilization of
charm, luxury, and tragic injustice For his
service in the kings army during the French
and Indian War, Judith Sheramys father, a
Puritan New Englander, is granted a parcel
of land in far-off Louisiana. As the family
ventures down the Mississippi to make a
new home in the wilderness, Judith meets
Philip Larne, an adventurer who travels in
the finest clothes Judith has ever seen. He
is a rogue, a killer, and a thief-and the first
thing he steals is Judiths heart. Three
thousand acres of untamed jungle, overrun
with jaguars, Indians, and pirates, wait for
Philip in Louisiana. He and Judith will
struggle with their stormy marriage and the
challenges of the American Revolution as
they strive to build an empire for future
generations. This is the first novel in Gwen
Bristows Plantation Trilogy, which also
includes The Handsome Road and This
Side of Glory.

Plantation Trilogy has 604 ratings and 45 reviews. Werner said: I read this trilogy in an omnibus volume (1970 is a
rough, but probably close, guess as tPlantation trilogy: Deep summer, The handsome road [and] This side of glory.
[Gwen Bristow] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.Deep Summer (Plantation Trilogy, #1), The Handsome
Road (Plantation Trilogy, #2), and This Side of Glory (Plantation Trilogy, #3)Best books like Deep Summer : #1 The
Summer of the Barshinskeys #2 Lily Cigar #3 Fairoaks #4 The Tyrant (The Golden Chronicles, #3) #5 Yankee
StrangerFind helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Gwen Bristows Plantation Trilogy: Deep Summer, The
Handsome Road, This Side of Glory at .Editorial Reviews. Review. A tremendously vital and exciting story of the
founding of a colonial dynasty. The New York Times on Deep SummerThe Plantation Trilogy book series by Gwen
Bristow includes books Deep Summer, The Handsome Road, and This Side of Glory. See the complete
PlantationEditorial Reviews. Review. A tremendously vital and exciting story of the founding of a colonial Deep
Summer (Plantation Trilogy) by [Bristow, Gwen].This Side of Glory (Plantation Trilogy). +. The Handsome Road
(Plantation Trilogy). +. Deep Summer (Plantation Trilogy). Total price: $45.03. Add all three toPlantation Trilogy: Deep
Summer, The Handsome Road, and This Side of Glory eBook: Gwen Bristow: : Kindle Store. The NOOK Book
(eBook) of the Plantation Trilogy: Deep Summer, The Handsome Road, and This Side of Glory by Gwen Bristow at
Barnes*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A one-volume book containing 3 novels by Gwen Bristow: Deep
Summer, Handsome Road, and This Side of Glory.The Handsome Road (Plantation Trilogy). +. This Side of Glory
(Plantation Trilogy). +. Deep Summer (Plantation Trilogy). Total price: $46.79. Add all three toThe New York
Timesbestselling author of Jubilee Trail does a grand job of storytelling in this saga of the pioneers who settled the
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